Amendment 0001
Solicitation Number N00014-14-Q-0026
“Online Subscription for Congressional Data”
Date 28 FEB 2014
The purpose of Amendment 0001 is to respond to questions submitted and amend the solicitation.
Questions received after this amendment will be addressed in a subsequent amendment.
N00014-14-Q-0026 is hereby amended as follows:
1. Questions and Answers are provided as follows:
a. The following is a general question to the solicitation:
Question 1: Is this a follow-on requirement? If so, could you please provide the incumbent contract
number for this opportunity? If not, is this a new requirement?
Answer 1: This is a follow on requirement. The incumbent is CQ Roll Call, Inc., and the purchase order
number is N00014-12-M-0465.
b. The following questions are in reference to the requirements section of the solicitation:
Question 2: Is there any need for prior year archives, and if so, how many are required (i.e. how far back
should the data go)?
Answer 2: Yes, there is a need for prior year archives that date back to the 107th Congress (CY 2001).
Question 3: Congressional data, analysis, and news (What specific Congressional data is required?)
Answer 3: Specific Congressional data includes all House/Senate directories, member biographies and
profiles, state/district profiles, descriptions and maps, committee jurisdiction, membership and staff
directories, personal office staff directories, all available news and reports about all congressional
activities and political analysis, congressional schedules, HASC/SASC/HAC-D/SAC-D schedules,
hearing and markup coverage, HASC/SASC/HAC-D/SAC-D testimony and hearing transcripts, floor and
conference committee coverage, and executive branch activity coverage.
Question 4: Legislation (Does this mean the text of introduced bills?)
Answer 4: Legislation includes all bills referred to HASC/SASC/HAC-D/SAC-D, mark-up changes,
committee reports, conference reports, and committee and floor amendments.
Question 5: Directory Information (Which directories and information are required? For example, do
you need a directory of congressional staff?)
Answer 5: Directory information should include all House/Senate directories, member biographies and
profiles, state/district profiles, descriptions and maps, committee jurisdiction, membership and staff
directories, and personal office staff directories.
Question 6: News and news search (Is there a listing of news sources required?)
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Answer 6: News sources should include all proprietary daily, weekly, and newspaper reports.
Question 7: Agency information (Please elaborate as to what agency information is required)
Answer 7: The agency information should include Navy, Defense Department and individual service
(for example, but not limited to Army, Air Force, DARPA, etc.) and executive branch science and
technology department and national security agency information (for example, but not limited to
Department of Commerce, DHS, DoE, NASA, NOAA, NSF, etc.).
Question 8: Federal Register (How far back is content required?)
Answer 8: Content for the Federal register should begin May 28, 2010.
Question 9: Procurement contracts and grant data (Is contract data required for the entire federal
government or specific agencies?)
Answer 9: Contract and grant data should be provided for Navy, Defense Department and individual
service (for example, but not limited to Army, Air Force, DARPA, etc.) and executive branch science and
technology department and national security agency information (for example, but not limited to
Department of Commerce, DHS, DoE, NASA, NOAA, NSF, etc.).
Question 10: Company and vendor information (Please explain this. Very broad statement.)
Answer 10: Company and vendor information should include defense industry contracts and grant
recipients, not limited to science and technology or research and development.
Question 11: Industry specific news and analysis with emphasis on federal impact (What industry
specific news and analysis is required?)
Answer 11: News and analysis should include defense science and technology, research and
development, and acquisition programs and policies.
Question 12: Full customization and national affairs. (Please explain this. Very broad statement.)
Answer 12: Full customization and national affairs includes custom searches of congressional
activities/issues and general news (not limited to defense issues and programs).

2. The solicitation is hereby amended as follows:
a. The section entitled, “Requirement” is revised as follows:
Requirement
Online access to the website mentioned above should include the following:
1. Congressional data, analysis, and news
 Includes all House/Senate directories, member biographies and profiles, state/district profiles,
descriptions and maps, committee jurisdiction, membership and staff directories, personal
office staff directories, all available news and reports about all congressional activities and
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2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

8.

9.
10.
11.
12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

political analysis, congressional schedules, HASC/SASC/HAC-D/SAC-D schedules, hearing
and markup coverage, HASC/SASC/HAC-D/SAC-D testimony and hearing transcripts, floor
and conference committee coverage, and executive branch activity coverage.
Legislation
 Includes all bills referred to HASC/SASC/HAC-D/SAC-D, mark-up changes, committee
reports, conference reports, and committee and floor amendments.
News and news search
 News sources should include all proprietary daily, weekly, and newspaper reports
Member profiles
Calendar schedules
State and district profiles
Directory information
 Include all House/Senate directories, member biographies and profiles, state/district profiles,
descriptions and maps, committee jurisdiction, membership and staff directories, and personal
office staff directories.
Agency information
 Include Navy, Defense Department and individual service (for example, but not limited to
Army, Air Force, DARPA, etc.) and executive branch science and technology department and
national security agency information (for example, but not limited to Department of
Commerce, DHS, DoE, NASA, NOAA, NSF, etc.).
Agency documents
Federal Register
 Content should begin May 28, 2010.
Federal Budget
Procurement contracts and grant data
 Be provided for Navy, Defense Department and individual service (for example, but not
limited to Army, Air Force, DARPA, etc.) and executive branch science and technology
department and national security agency information (for example, but not limited to
Department of Commerce, DHS, DoE, NASA, NOAA, NSF, etc.).
Company and vendor information
 Include defense industry contracts and grant recipients, not limited to science and technology
or research and development.
Industry specific news and analysis with emphasis on federal impact
 Include defense science and technology, research and development, and acquisition programs
and policies.
Full customization and national affairs
 Includes custom searches of congressional activities/issues and general news (not limited to
defense issues and programs).
Prior year archives
 Dated back to the 107th Congress (CY 2001)

The Contractor shall fill out the “Total Amount” column in the pricing table shown below and provide the
table as a part of their quote. This table is provided in WORD format as an attachment to this solicitation.
ITEM
NO.

SUPPLIES / SERVICES

QTY

0001

Base:
Requirements 1-16

3

$[

]

0002

Option I:

3

$[

]
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TOTAL AMOUNT

3

Requirements 1-16
0003
0004
0005

Option II:
Requirements 1-16
Option III:
Requirements 1-16
Option IV:
Requirements 1-16

3

$[

]

3

$[

]

3

$[

]

b. Attachment 1 entitled, “Pricing Table” is hereby replaced.
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